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Generic Introduction
The presentation aims to emphasise the factors affecting developing learning
outcomes within the national context
At the end of the presentation, participants will be able to demonstrate
knowledge of the factors affecting developing learning outcomes within the
national context.
So, is it a matter of Formula/ language paraphrase?

Qualifications Framework: Concept
There is a level of common principles and standards that can be developed at an international, national
and local level – and all three can be interlinked. There will be greater specificity occurring at the local
level and less at the international level. It can be likened to a continuum – i.e. [more specific] local -----national ------ international [less specific]
Actual assessment between the continuum of national and local level permits a stronger ability to confer
“competent performance” for a specific cluster of learning outcomes relevant to a given
learning/workplace/occupational outcome.
However, at the national to international level continuum there can only be determined, at a macro level,
an inference of equivalence or alignment for a recognized cluster of learning outcomes pertaining to a
notional workplace/occupational outcome.

Developing Qualifications Framework: UAE Case

WHY IS CHANGE NECESSARY?
The key drivers
• Increasing globalization of economies
• Rapid technological advances
• Changing population demographic profile
• Increased mobility of labour
• UAE strategic industrial development agenda
• UAE Vision towards achieving comprehensive smart services, developing artificial
intelligence pool of UAE experts, and aligning UAE to international rapid changes
soft skills- based jobs which require critical thinking, communication, and
problem- solving skills
• UAE Emiratization plans
• National skills requirements
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MEETING THE CHALLENGE
Need a world class:
1. Progressive and responsive education and training system
2. Qualifications system to support it, that includes the following
infrastructure:
➢ a Qualifications Framework,
➢ Industry and Education Standards,
➢ Quality Assurance (QA) Systems,
➢ associated supporting arrangements, such as qualifications
register and information system
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Development of QFE LD Approach - Stakeholders
Engagement
1.

Learning outcomes are often described in terms of knowledge, skills and competence or some
derivative of the same concept (attitudes, values…) –

• How can these components be assembled/ dissembled into a national accepted definition for the
country?
• How can be correlated or aligned with other national and meta-national frameworks?
• How shall the learning outcomes approach is deployed in the development of education and training
standards be they in terms of delivery of content or the quality assurance processes? We got to
understand that deployment must be sufficiently flexible and useful in the context they pertain to such
as higher education.
2. Learning outcomes as the common language in the design of qualifications frameworks makes it easier
for international alignments, and also enhances portability and mobility of individual qualification holders.
3. Solving the issue of “learning outcomes as result-oriented, measureable” and “learning outcomes as
process-oriented, measurable”. We concluded that the first is more useful in the vocational education and
training sectors, whereas a combination of “learning outcomes as result-oriented, measureable” and
“learning outcomes as process-oriented will be most useful in the higher education and general education
sectors.

Development of QFE LD Approach – Language
• Written in English- translated into Arabic
• Taxonomy
• International/ universal language

QFEMIRATES GRID OF LEVEL DESCRIPTORS

QFEmirates:
2012

COMPONENTS IN BUILDING A QUALIFICATIONS SYSTEM

Strategy for a nation wide vet system

Industry
Qualified
individuals

Businesses,
Governments,
Community

Industry
Advisory
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COSSAs

Education
& training
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(ETP)

A quality process for developing, endorsing and
issuing qualifications based on occupational skills
standards that have involved industry leadership.
Mechanisms included are:
1. Industry leadership
2. Industry advisory bodies - SACs
3. Occupational Skills Standards for Awards using
12 industry sectors to cover UAE workforce
4. Licensed education and training providers with scope to
deliver services against endorsed Occupational Skills
Standards and Awards - LVAs
5. Quality assurance system to ensure education and
training providers produce quality outcomes
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Defining the learning outcome for VET
Agreed statements which specify competent performance
expected in employment. They encompass the knowledge, skill
and aspects of competence in the workplace, in a work-related
or occupational area, and the ability to transfer and apply the
knowledge, skills and aspects of competence in new situations
and environments.
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Developing Learning Outcomes: Serving International Need
Generic Fact1: Every individual NQF is meant to serve the national needs, be they reforming education and training
system, linking education outcomes to labour market needs, facilitating articulation between HE and VET, etc.
However, no one individual NQF, once implemented, within this rapidly changing and interrelated national,
regional, and global work and learning environments can work in isolation. But
Looking at the factors that are identified as critical for implementation (legislation, stakeholder engagement,
institutions and quality assurance) these are typically national arrangements.
Generic Fact 2: comparability of LOs, international mapping/ (Meta- Framework): few things to consider:
• How much are the referencing criteria achievable to all relevant countries within a logical time frame?
• To what extent can the meta- framework’s learning outcomes assist Referencing Countries to ably amend/
reform their own education and training systems to shift towards learning outcomes based programs and
qualifications, taking into consideration the different and variable relevant infra- structures each country
enjoys?
• To what extent can the meta- framework build trust among various stakeholders with the aim of developing and
implementing a transparent QA system that, by itself, facilitates mutual recognition of qualifications and
mobility of workforce?

Learning Outcomes for Future of Work:
Key points for EC’s Strategic Note 13
Lifelong learning: Skills best
guarantor of social mobility and
opportunity – training and reskilling
through opportunities for lifelong
learning

Skills and culture: Creativity,
emotional intelligence and
transversal (soft) skills + cultures of
sharing, negotiating with others and
finding compromises help to “save
us” from robots.

Work-life balance: Millennials
seeking more diversity and flexibility
in work patterns and commitments

Big data: To track and anticipate gaps
in skills, map mismatches and
polarisation in the job market, and
marry employers’ need with
employees’ capabilities.

Public policy: Must reflect changing reality of work –
comprehensive approach that includes refitting
education, supporting firms in growth and job creation
through investing in skills, customising and ensuring
portability of social rights, and developing indicators for
public investment to lead to effective social outcomes.
Source: European Commission (2016). The Future of Work: Skills and Resilience for a World of Change, EPSC Strategic Notes. Issue 13: 10 June 2016.
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